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A B S T R AC T

Aim Species with deciduous and evergreen leaf habits typically differ in leaf life
span (LLS). Yet quantification of the response of LLS, within each habit, to key
environmental conditions is surprisingly lacking. The aim of this study is to quantify LLS strategies of the two leaf habits under varying temperature, moisture and
nutrient conditions, using a global database. We hypothesize that deciduous LLS
reflects the length of the growing season, avoiding unfavourable conditions regardless of the cause. Evergreen species adjust to unfavourable periods and amortize
lower net carbon gains over several growing seasons, with increasing LLS associated
with increasingly short favourable versus unfavourable season lengths.
Location Global.
Methods Data on LLS and environmental variables were compiled from global
datasets for 189 deciduous and 506 evergreen species across 83 study locations.
Individual and combined effects of measures of seasonality of temperature, water
and nutrient availability on length of the growing season and on LLS were quantified using linear mixed models. The best models for predicting LLS were obtained
using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and DAIC.
Results The LLS of deciduous and evergreen species showed opposite responses
to changes in environmental conditions. Under unfavourable conditions, deciduous LLS decreases while evergreen LLS increases. A measure of temperature alone
was the best predictor of the growing season. The LLS of deciduous species was
independent of environmental conditions after expressing LLS in relation to the
number of growing seasons. Evergreen species, on the other hand, adjusted to
unfavourable conditions by increasing LLS up to four growing seasons. Contrary to
expectations, variation in LLS was best explained solely by temperature, instead of
by combined measures of temperature, moisture and nutrient availability. Shifts
in the photosynthesis to respiration balance might provide a physiological
explanation.
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I N TR O D U C TI O N
Global patterns of plant species distribution have intrigued
ecologists for centuries, but are still not fully understood
(Woodward et al., 2004; Westoby & Wright, 2006). In particular,
the distribution of deciduous versus evergreen species has
attracted considerable attention since it was first reported by
Harper in 1914 (Monk, 1966; Kikuzawa, 1991; Reich et al., 1992;
Kikuzawa & Ackerly, 1999; Givnish, 2002; Lavorel & Garnier,
2002). One long-held explanation is that, in seasonal climates,
evergreen species persevere and are increasingly common as the
length of the annual unfavourable season increases (Kikuzawa,
1991; Reich et al., 1992; Reich, 1995). However, observations
(Chabot & Hicks, 1982; Reich et al., 1992; Reich, 1995; Kikuzawa
& Ackerly, 1999; Woodward et al., 2004) show a broad range of
environments where evergreen and deciduous species co-exist.
Thus, both leaf habit types are viable at the same locations,
irrespective of the actual environmental conditions.
Evergreen and deciduous species are defined strictly by
whole-canopy phenology, and have typically been shown to be
morphologically and functionally distinct. The most obvious
trait for distinguishing between the functioning of deciduous
and evergreen species is ‘leaf life span’ (LLS) or leaf longevity
(Chabot & Hicks, 1982; Reich, 1995; Kikuzawa & Ackerly, 1999).
In general, evergreen species have a longer LLS than deciduous
species, despite some overlap in LLS among the two leaf habits,
especially in (aseasonal) tropical rain forests where fast-growing
evergreen pioneer species have a short LLS because they nearly
continuously produce new leaves and senesce old ones
(Kikuzawa, 1991; Reich et al., 1992, 2004). The two leaf habits
have long been considered to represent different strategies for
coping with environmental conditions (Monk, 1966; Chabot &
Hicks, 1982; Aerts, 1995; Kikuzawa, 1995). The deciduous leaf
habit may be considered an ‘opportunist’ strategy (with high leaf
area per mass, leaf nutrient contents and photosynthetic capacity compared with evergreens), capable of achieving high rates
of carbon gain when environmental conditions are favourable
(Chabot & Hicks, 1982; Reich et al., 1992, 1999). Deciduous
species shed their leaves as seasonal conditions become
unfavourable, thereby avoiding maintenance costs (Kikuzawa,
1995; Givnish, 2002) and unknown costs of leaf adaptations to
desiccation, freezing and their combination. The evergreen leaf
habit, on the other hand, is considered a more ‘conservative’ leaf
strategy (Reich et al., 1999; Wright et al., 2004). One advantage
of ‘evergreenness’ is that these species may continue to photosynthesize during some part of the unfavourable season when
deciduous species cannot, i.e. tolerating unfavourable conditions (Mooney & Dunn, 1970; Chabot & Hicks, 1982; Gerdol
et al., 2000; Westoby et al., 2002). In this way, evergreen leaves
amortize ongoing maintenance costs and low net carbon gains
by persisting for several growing seasons (Wright et al., 2004;
Ogaya & Peñuelas, 2007; Reich et al., 2007; Harrison et al.,
2010).
However, also within a leaf habit, there is considerable variation in LLS, which is crucial to understand given the important
role of LLS in ecosystem processes. Different environmental
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conditions have been hypothesized to drive this variation. In
various studies, LLS has been shown to respond to temperature,
water accessibility, nutrient availability and light availability.
Wright and co-workers found that LLS had different responses
to climate variables for deciduous and evergreen species (Wright
et al., 2004, 2005). In particular, the LLS of evergreen and
deciduous species showed contrasting patterns in relation to
mean annual temperature (MAT; Wright et al., 2005; Reich et al.,
2007). Moreover, this pattern was also seen in relation to mean
annual precipitation (MAP), although to a lesser degree. On a
global scale, the relationship of LLS to water availability also
becomes apparent, with a positive correlation between LLS and
potential evapotranspiration (Wright et al., 2004). In addition,
soil fertility is negatively correlated with LLS (Reich et al., 1992;
Wright et al., 2002; Oleksyn et al., 2003; Cavender-Bares et al.,
2004). Givnish (2002) hypothesized that soil fertility is the main
driver of LLS. Finally, light availability is a strong driver of LLS
(Reich et al., 2004, 2007), but as most of this variation is
extremely local we will not consider it further here.
Despite various published reviews on how LLS may be
affected by different environmental conditions, the need
remains for a comprehensive quantitative analysis to address the
question raised by Chabot & Hicks (1982) more than 25 years
ago: ‘How is the length of a leaf’s life span related to environmental factors’. Expanding the work of Wright and co-workers,
the aim of this study is to quantify global LLS strategies of the
two leaf habits under varying environmental conditions by
applying advanced statistics in a multivariate context. We had
three aims: (1) to quantify which environmental condition
(alone or in interaction) drives deciduous and evergreen LLS;
(2) to simplify sources of variation in LLS by expressing LLS in
relation to the number of growing seasons; and (3) to quantify
the number of growing seasons of an evergreen LLS compared
with a deciduous LLS as a function of environmental conditions. The long-held hypothesis is that deciduous species avoid
unfavourable periods by only having leaves during one growing
season. As a consequence, we expect a constant LLS for deciduous species after expressing LLS in relation to the number of
growing seasons. Evergreen species, on the other hand, will
increase LLS as conditions become less favourable in order to
compensate for both additional (maintenance) costs and
reduced carbon gain, associated with tolerating unfavourable
conditions.
METHO DS
Leaf habit and LLS database
The starting point of our analysis of LLS patterns was the Global
Plant Trait Network (GLOPNET) database (Wright et al., 2004)
which covers 2548 species from 175 study locations on six continents. To create a more balanced dataset, the database was
extended by including more than 200 LLS data points on species
from other than warm, dry regions that dominated the dataset
(Appendix S1 in Supporting Information). To avoid interference
of growth form with our results, only woody species were used
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in the analyses. In total, 695 individual entries containing LLS
data from 83 study locations on all vegetated continents were
included. For some studies, leaf habit (deciduous or evergreen)
was inquired, when unknown from the study reference, using
studies or websites with information on the species from close to
the study location. More detailed classifications of leaf habits
(e.g. semi-deciduous) were avoided in order to be able to detect
globally applicable patterns.
To investigate the applicability of LLS for distinguishing
between deciduous and evergreen leaf habit types, LLS versus
other traits was analysed using Gaussian mixture density fitting.
A detailed description and analysis can be found in Appendix S2.
Environmental data
Variation of LLS was related to temperature, water and nutrient
conditions in a given environment. Despite the wealth of studies
on variation of LLS, only a few studies report climate and soil
characteristics for the same locations. For consistency, and to
allow global analysis, we only used data on climate and soil
variables extracted from a single source per variable, using the
georeferences of the study locations.
As a measure of temperature, we used MAT (°C). Data were
obtained from a global 10-arcmin gridded dataset of mean
monthly surface climate data – the Climatic Research Unit
(CRU) (New et al., 2002). The CRU creates climate surfaces
using weather station data (1961–90) of climatological normals.
Some alpine sites had to be corrected using actual temperature
data measured at the study site, as the CRU tends to underestimate temperature conditions at high altitudes. Degree days,

another commonly used variable for temperature, was not used
as it showed a high correlation with MAT (Appendix S3,
Table 1).
For water metrics, MAP (mm year-1), evaporative demand
(ETo; mm year-1) and MAP/ETo were used, which are all
common measures of water conditions (Givnish, 2002; Schenk
& Jackson, 2002; Maherali et al., 2004). MAP was obtained
through the CRU (New et al., 2002). Using station data from the
CRU, ETo was calculated based on Allen et al. (1998), who
defined ETo as the Penman–Monteith potential evapotranspiration while assuming constant vegetation and roughness
attributes. This calculation makes ETo independent of the actual
vegetation. MAP/ETo shows the extent to which water supply
restricts plant growth (Harrison et al., 2010).
For nutrient status, the commonly applied soil N/C ratio,
indicating the general quality of soil organic matter (Ordoñez
et al., 2009), was used. Average data for a soil depth of 0–100 cm
were obtained using the Global Gridded Surfaces of Selected Soil
Characteristics (IGBP-DIS) dataset (Global Soil Data Task
Group, 2000). The soil N/C ratio provides only a very rough
approximation of nutrient availability to the vegetation (Aerts &
Chapin, 2000). Therefore, and given that nitrogen is globally the
most important limiting nutrient, an estimate of the net nitrogen mineralization rate (N-mineralization; mg N/kg soil/year)
was used in addition. N-mineralization integrates the potential
nitrogen pool available for plants and the controlling factors of
nitrogen cycling. N-mineralization was estimated using a simplified mineralization model (Ordoñez et al., 2009) based on
century v.4 (Parton et al., 1987). Temperature and moisture
correction factors for N-mineralization were obtained from
monthly values of air temperature and moisture supply,

Table 1 Overview of significant bivariate and multivariate models to predict log leaf life span (LLS, months) as driven by temperature,
water and nutrient availability and their interactions.

Variables in model
Deciduous
MAT
ETo
Log MAP/ETo
Evergreen
MAT + MAT ¥ log MAP/ETo
MAT + MAP + soil N/C ratio
MAT + log MAP/ETo + interaction
ETo
MAT
Log MAP/ETo
Soil N/C ratio
MAP

DAIC (Di)

Intercept

Main effect 1

0.0
5.2
8.4

0.588
0.550
0.733

0.009
0.0001
-0.183

0.0
0.6
1.9
8.8
12.2
35.5
45.9
59.2

1.579
1.705
1.594
1.761
1.583
1.272
1.809
1.477

-0.019
-0.021
-0.020
-0.0004
-0.019
0.442
-4.797
-0.0001

Main effect 2

Main effect 3

Interaction

Variance
explained (%)

29.3
18.5
11.1
0.019
0.0001
-0.040*

-2.211
0.022

59.2
59.9
59.1
52.4
50.1
31.2
22.2
6.8

*Main effect is not significant (P > 0.05), but the interaction is significant.
MAT, mean annual temperature; MAP, mean annual precipitation; ETo, evaporative demand; AIC, Akaike information criterion.
Only multivariate models with a DAIC (Di = AIC value – AIC best model) less than 2 are listed here. The best models are shown in bold. Main effects
and interactions are given as the unstandardized estimates of the slopes of each leaf habit. As an estimate of the variance explained by the model, the ratio
of the variance among sites explained by the model compared with a ‘null model’ without environmental drivers is included.
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obtained from the CRU (New et al., 2002). Information on bulk
density and soil texture at the study locations came from IGBPDIS (Global Soil Data Task Group, 2000) and the Global Soil
Texture and Derived Water-Holding Capacities dataset (Webb
et al., 2000), respectively. For local conditions these metrics may
be less accurate, which must be kept in mind when interpreting
the outcomes of analyses below.

Quantification of environmental drivers of LLS
Bivariate and multivariate analyses of LLS versus temperature,
water and nutrient variables, or their combinations, were quantified for deciduous and evergreen species separately. For this we
used linear mixed models with maximum likelihood (ML)
methods, available in spss v.15.0 (Bolker et al., 2009). In contrast
to the analyses presented in Wright et al. (2005), an advantage of
our mixed model analysis is that it explicitly takes into account
that there is more than one data observation (LLS) at each study
location. By taking study location as a random factor, it accounts
for the fact that errors within each study location are likely to be
correlated, i.e. non-independent. Temperature, water, nutrient
variables and their interactions were treated as fixed effects. For
all bivariate and multivariate analyses of LLS, we used a dataset
of a total of 189 observations and 37 study locations for deciduous species and 506 observations and 80 study locations for
evergreen species. Bivariate analyses were carried out using all
available observations for each LLS–temperature, LLS–water
and LLS–nutrient combination. To avoid problems of collinearity among the variables, only variables with a Pearson correlation between -0.7 and 0.7 were included in the multivariate
analyses (see Appendix S3, Table 1). All possible bivariate and
multivariate models for deciduous and evergreen LLS are
included in Appendix S3 and Table 2.
Competing multivariate models to predict LLS were evaluated
with Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) as a measure of goodness of fit: the lower the AIC value, the better the model. In
addition, the DAIC (Di), the difference in AIC between each model
and the best model, was used. A Di < 2 indicates substantial

evidence for the competing model, whereas larger differences
suggest that the model is unlikely to be the optimal model
(Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Furthermore, models were compared through c2-tests which test if there is a significant difference
between two models based on their difference in AIC value and
their difference in the number of variables in the model (degrees
of freedom). A significant c2-test (P < 0.05) indicates that a more
extended model is significantly better than a simpler model.
Mixed models do not have a direct equivalent to r2 or any
direct measure for estimating total explained variance (as in
regression methods). Therefore, the effects of study location
were expressed as variances and compared with the error variance (analogous to a variance component analysis). Comparing
the unexplained variance of a particular model with the unexplained variance of the null model (with only study location)
gives insight into how much of the unexplained variance among
study locations is explained by the environmental conditions.
LLS data were approximately log-normally distributed (rightskewed); hence they were log10-transformed prior to analyses in
order to attain approximate normality and homogeneity of
residuals. Although normality is not an assumption for mixed
models, log transformations created a homogeneous distribution of the data points to approach linear relations. Of all the
other variables, only MAP/PET and soil N-mineralization were
log-transformed. All other variables showed an approximately
normal distribution without transformation.

Expressing LLS in relation to the number of
growing seasons
In order to express LLS in relation to the number of growing
seasons, we first determined which environmental variable best
predicted the length of the growing season. The length of the
growing season was defined as the longest period of consecutive
days in a calendar year with favourable environmental conditions. For growing seasons defined by temperature, this was the
number of days per year without ground frost at the study
location. Below this threshold, days were regarded as non-

Table 2 Overview of models to predict log leaf life span (LLS, months) as a function of the length of the growing season based on the
longest periods of consecutive days in a year with temperature > 0°C, MAP > ETo (including a buffer for the water holding capacity) and
N-mineralization > 0, alone and in combination.
Predictor of growing season length

AIC

DAIC (Di)

Intercept

Main effect

Variance explained (%)

Temperature
Temperature + N-mineralization
N-mineralization
Temperature + moisture + N-mineralization
Moisture + N-mineralization
Temperature + moisture
Moisture

-316.1
-309.2
-309.1
-305.5
-305.4
-302.6
-300.9

0.0
6.9
7.0
10.6
10.7
13.5
15.3

0.299
0.599
0.598
0.647
0.647

0.0013
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005

34.6
21.3
21.1
12.9
12.6
n.s.
n.s.

As an estimate of the variance explained by the model, the ratio of the variance among sites explained by the model compared with a ‘null model’ without
environmental drivers is included. The best model is shown in bold.
AIC, Akaike information criterion; MAP, mean annual precipitation; ETo, evaporative demand; n.s., not significant.
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Table 3 Overview of significant bivariate models and multivariate models, to predict log leaf life span (LLS), expressed as number of
growing seasons, driven by temperature, water and nutrient availability and their interactions.
Main
effect 1

Variables in model

DAIC (Di)

Deciduous
Evergreen
MAT + MAP + soil N/C ratio + MAP ¥ SoilN/C
ETo
MAT
Log MAP/ETo
Soil N/C ratio
MAP

No significant models found
0.0
22.6
25.6
53.6
65.5
79.4

Intercept

1.133
0.726
0.536
0.199
0.783
0.432

-0.023
-0.0004
-0.020
0.482
-5.219
-0.0001

Main
effect 2

Main
effect 3

Interaction

-0.0004

-7.551

0.006

Variance
explained (%)

71.2
57.2
55.3
34.6
24.4
8.9

As an estimate of the variance explained by the model, the ratio of the variance among sites explained by the model compared with a ‘null model’ without
environmental drivers is included. The best model is shown in bold.
AIC, Akaike information criterion; MAT, mean annual temperature; MAP, mean annual precipitation; ETo, evaporative demand.

functional (Lambers et al., 1998). For growing season defined by
water availability, this was the number of days with a precipitation surplus (MAP > ETo) and the subsequent days during
which the profile available water capacity (derived from IGBPDIS; Global Soil Data Task Group, 2000) was depleted. The
threshold for nitrogen availability was defined as the number of
days with a positive N-mineralization. Combined measures for
the growing season were defined by the combinations of favourable temperature, moisture and nitrogen. All variables were
based on linear interpolations of monthly available data.
Based on the proposition that deciduous LLS is related to the
length of the growing season, bivariate analyses of deciduous
LLS versus these seven measures of the growing season were
quantified with mixed model analyses. The best model (i.e. the
one with the lowest AIC value) for defining the growing season
was thereupon used to express LLS in relation to the number of
growing seasons.

The components of the best model for predicting evergreen
LLS (growing seasons) were further analysed through the standardized partial regression coefficients. These indicate the relative contribution of each environmental variable to LLS, while
statistically holding all other variables constant (Schielzeth,
2010). The predictors were standardized across sites for each
environmental driver (n = 80 sites), using mean = 0 and standard
deviation = 1.
To quantify the number of growing seasons of evergreen LLS
compared with deciduous LLS, we calculated predicted LLS
(growing seasons) based on the best model for evergreens and
the average significant intercept for deciduous LLS, respectively.
Relating these predicted LLS values to the predicted length of the
growing season allowed a direct comparison of deciduous and
evergreen LLS as the length of the growing season changes.

R ESULTS
Quantifying the number of growing seasons of
evergreen LLS versus deciduous LLS
As the length of the growing season is reflected in LLS, a comparison of evergreen and deciduous LLS is affected by the leafless period of deciduous species during unfavourable periods
(Westoby et al., 2002; Oliveira & Peñuelas, 2004; Kikuzawa &
Lechowicz, 2006). Consequently, expressing LLS of both leaf
habits as a function of the number of growing seasons allows us
to make direct comparisons of LLS across locations with varying
growing season length (Kikuzawa, 1995; Diemer, 1998;
Kikuzawa & Lechowicz, 2006). This was calculated as the
number of full calendar years plus the fraction of the final
growing season. Again mixed model analysis was used to evaluate bivariate and multivariate models of LLS versus temperature,
water and nutrient variables, or their combinations. All possible
bivariate and multivariate models for deciduous and evergreen
LLS (in growing seasons) are included in Appendix S3 and
Table 3.
Global Ecology and Biogeography, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

Variation in LLS
LLS was highly variable, ranging between 1.48 and 258 months.
Although by definition deciduous species maintain their leaves
for all or part of one growing season and most evergreens have
a LLS (especially in the temperate zone) that is longer than one
growing season, extensive overlap exists between the two LLS
strategies (Fig. 1). Some have argued that the considerable
overlap in LLS between deciduous and evergreen species would
hamper the applicability of LLS to distinguish deciduous and
evergreen strategies or that leaf habit types should be investigated on a whole-plant level (see Givnish, 1988; Aerts, 1995;
Schenk & Jackson, 2002). However, in an additional analysis
applying Gaussian mixture density fitting (Appendix S2), we
showed that LLS as a single functional trait is appropriate for
distinguishing deciduous from evergreen species in 91% of
cases. Additional inclusion of leaf mass per unit area (LMA) or
leaf nitrogen content only slightly improved the distinction,
whereas rooting depth and stem specific density did not
5
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Expressing LLS in relation to the number of
growing seasons
Out of the seven measures for estimating the length of the
growing season, a single measure of temperature was shown to
be the best model (Table 2), explaining 34.6% of total variance.
Surprisingly, all other single or combined measures of the
length of the growing season were less plausible (Di > 2). This
means that the global patterns in growing season was best predicted by temperature alone instead of combinations of environmental conditions. Hence, the consecutive number of days
per year without ground frost at the study location was used to
define the length of the growing season and to express all LLS
accordingly.

Quantifying the number of growing seasons of
evergreen LLS versus deciduous LLS
Figure 1 Combined histogram showing variation in leaf life span
of deciduous and evergreen species.

improve predictions at all. Exclusion of evergreen species with a
short LLS from analyses had minimal impact on the ability
of LLS to differentiate between deciduous from evergreen
species.

Quantification of environmental drivers of LLS
A total of 58 models for evergreen species and 59 models for
deciduous species were analysed for LLS (months) (Appendix S3, Table 2). Half of the common measures of environmental conditions (MAT, ETo, MAP/ETo) showed a significant
relation for both deciduous and evergreen LLS (Fig. 2, Table 1).
Additionally, evergreen LLS responded to MAP and soil N/C
ratio. The expected contrasting patterns for deciduous versus
evergreen LLS were observed when both leaf habits showed a
relationship to an environmental variable. For instance, LLS of
deciduous species decreased when MAT decreased, whereas
evergreen LLS increased when MAT decreased. MAT explained
the most variance among sites (29.3%) of all models for deciduous species. Interestingly, none of the other bivariate or multivariate models gave a plausible explanation for deciduous LLS
(months) (Di > 2).
For the LLS (months) of evergreen species, MAT plus the
interaction of MAT ¥ log MAP/ETo was the best model, explaining 59.2% of the total variance. The significant interaction term
was positive, indicating that as MAT increases, the slope of LLS
on log MAT/ETo becomes flatter. Only two other multivariate
models for evergreen LLS had a Di < 2, both of which included
MAT and a measure of water accessibility. In contrast, all bivariate models gave a less plausible explanation for evergreen LLS
(months) (Di > 2), even though they had significant intercepts
and main effects.
6

A total of 60 models for evergreen species and 58 models for
deciduous species were analysed for LLS per number of
growing seasons (Appendix S3, Table 3). Expressing LLS per
number of growing seasons completely eradicated all bivariate
and multivariate effects on deciduous LLS (Fig. 3), as was the
aim. A constant LLS of 0.66 growing seasons remained. In contrast, growing season LLS of evergreen species was still significantly affected by MAT, ETo, MAP, log MAP/ETo and soil N/C
ratio (Fig. 3, Table 2) with the same trends as for the original
LLS. This suggests that evergreen species respond similarly to
environmental gradients in terms of their LLS, regardless of
the length of the growing season. The best model for predicting evergreen LLS (growing seasons) was the combined effect
of MAT, MAP, soil N/C ratio and the interaction of MAP ¥ soil
N/C ratio, explaining 71.2% of the total variance. This was
higher than any model for LLS (months), indicating that
expressing LLS per number of growing seasons effectively
removes residual variance from LLS. All other models were less
plausible, based on Di. This best model reveals that evergreen
LLS depends on several environmental conditions at the same
time. Even so, on analysing the model more closely, MAT
turned out to be by far the largest contributor to the model
with a standardized partial regression coefficient of 0.53, while
those of MAP, soil N/C ratio and the interaction MAP ¥ soil
N/C ratio were 0.15, 0.11 and 0.22, respectively.
The best evergreen LLS model was used to predict LLS
(growing seasons) for each study location. There were no significant models for deciduous LLS (growing seasons). Therefore
the average of significant intercepts of models was taken. Plotting the predicted LLS against the predicted length of the
growing season enabled us to quantify the number of growing
seasons of evergreen LLS compared with a deciduous LLS as
environmental conditions change (Fig. 4). This showed that
evergreen species need up to four growing seasons (compared
with an average LLS of 0.66 growing seasons for deciduous
species) to make a living in environments with a short growing
season (< 100 days). Moreover, it seems that evergreen LLS
rarely equals deciduous LLS. Even at a maximum growing
Global Ecology and Biogeography, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Figure 2 Relationships between leaf life
span (log transformed) and measures of
temperature, water and nutrient
availability: (a) mean annual temperature
(MAT, °C), (b) evaporative demand (ET0,
mm year–1), (c) mean annual
precipitation (MAP, mm year–1), (d) log
MAP/ET0, (e) soil nitrogen/carbon ratio
(g g–1), and (f) log N-mineralization (mg
N/kg soil/year). Symbols: !, deciduous
species; ", evergreen species. Solid and
dashed lines indicate significant (P <
0.05) relationships of deciduous and
evergreen species, respectively.

season, i.e. in aseasonal environments, evergreens need on
average a LLS that is twice that of deciduous species.

study was to quantify these global LLS strategies of the two leaf
habits under varying environmental conditions.

D IS C U SSI O N

Two spectra of LLS upon changes in
environmental conditions

On a global scale, considerable overlap exists in the distribution
of deciduous and evergreen species, despite the generally large
differences in leaf traits between them (Reich et al., 1992;
Kikuzawa & Ackerly, 1999; Woodward et al., 2004). Indeed, it is
unmistakable from global data that both deciduous and evergreen species co-exist across large environmental gradients
regardless of the conditions present (Figs 2 & 3). The aim of this
Global Ecology and Biogeography, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

The contrasting responses of LLS to environmental conditions of
both leaf habit types represent two different, but viable and
successful, strategies for dealing with the same problem: to shed
or not to shed (Kikuzawa, 1995). A clue to the ecological mechanisms underlying these strategies was provided when expressing
LLS as number of growing seasons (Fig. 3, Table 3). Deciduous
7
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Figure 3 Relationships between leaf life
span, log-transformed and expressed as
number of growing seasons, and
measures of temperature, water and
nutrient availability: (a) mean annual
temperature (MAT, °C), (b) evaporative
demand (ETo, mm year–1), (c) mean
annual precipitation (MAP, mm year–1),
(d) log MAP/ETo, (e) soil nitrogen/
carbon ratio (g g–1), and (f) log
N-mineralization (mg N/kg soil/year).
Symbols: !, deciduous species; ",
evergreen species. Solid and dashed lines
indicate significant (P < 0.05)
relationships of deciduous and evergreen
species, respectively.

species attain a profitable leaf habit strategy by avoiding
unfavourable conditions and achieving high carbon gains within
one growing season. Indeed, upon expressing LLS in growing
seasons based on temperature, LLS of deciduous species became
independent of changes in environmental conditions. On
average, our predicted deciduous LLS was 0.66 growing seasons.
However, a slightly higher value, but below 1, to account for the
fraction of the growing season ‘lost’ by bud burst, leaf elongation
and resorption, was expected. Consequently, our adjustment may
have been conservative, even though, in general, growing season
LLS approximated growing conditions at a particular location
well. The use of interpolated monthly data instead of daily observations may account for this difference.
8

In contrast to deciduous species, general patterns in evergreen LLS response did not change after expressing LLS per
number of growing seasons. Evergreen LLS still strongly
responded to environmental conditions, demonstrating that
evergreen species adjust to unfavourable conditions by
truly increasing LLS (and concomitantly affecting other leaf
economic traits). The best model for explaining evergreen LLS (growing seasons) was complex, suggesting that a
combination of environmental conditions affects the evergreen
leaf net carbon gains. Depending on the local conditions, different environmental drivers may contribute to the evergreen
LLS strategy, together causing a continuous gradient of LLS
values.
Global Ecology and Biogeography, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Figure 4 Predicted leaf life span (LLS) of evergreen species (in number of growing seasons) based on the best model (MAT + MAP + soil
N/C ratio + MAP ¥ soil N/C ratio) relative to the predicted length of the growing season based on temperature. The solid line indicates the
average of significant (P < 0.05) intercepts of deciduous LLS (growing seasons). The dashed line depicts the trend line of change in
predicted evergreen LLS (growing seasons) versus the length of the growing season.

The importance of temperature as a driver of LLS
In our analysis, temperature was consistently the most important factor driving LLS and the growing season. For instance,
temperature contributed to the best models for explaining LLS
(months) for both deciduous and evergreen species (Table 1).
Moreover, temperature alone was the best predictor of the
length of the growing season, instead of water or nutrient availability or combinations thereof. Finally, temperature made the
most substantial contribution (53%) to the best model predicting evergreen LLS expressed in relation to the number of
growing seasons.
Physiological changes in leaf traits due to water limitations
include decreases in photosynthetic capacity and increases in
LMA for a given LLS (Reich et al., 1999; Gerdol et al., 2000).
Plants generally respond to a lack of nitrogen with lower leaf
nitrogen content and decreasing leaf biomass, and thus decreasing photosynthetic capacity (Aerts & Chapin, 2000). These
changes result in a reduction of carbon gain for a plant, compensated by an extended period of time for return on investments and thus increased LLS (Givnish, 2002). It was therefore
expected that a high LLS of evergreen species would be associated with nitrogen and water stress (Aerts, 1995; Kikuzawa &
Ackerly, 1999; Gerdol et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2002). Our
results show, however, that the integrative physiological
response to temperature is stronger than that to nutrient and
water variables at a global scale. However, locally, water and
nutrient availability may be more important. This was reflected
in the best model for evergreen LLS, for which water and nutriGlobal Ecology and Biogeography, © 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

ent conditions together explained the other half of the LLS
variance. For deciduous LLS, temperature was the single most
important driver.
A shift in the balance between respiration and photosynthesis
may explain the observed strong negative relation between temperature and evergreen LLS. At low and decreasing temperatures, respiration costs decrease (Wright et al., 2006; Atkin et al.,
2008) yet photosynthetic carbon assimilation decreases even
faster (e.g. Sage & Kubien, 2007). As a consequence, net carbon
gain is consistently lower at low temperatures, across various
functional groups (Campbell et al., 2007). Other functional
plant traits linked to leaf habit strategy do not seem to be able to
explain this negative relation. For instance, LMA and leaf nitrogen content show much less pronounced trends with temperature (Wright et al., 2005; Ogaya & Peñuelas, 2006, 2007;
Campbell et al., 2007).

Implications for unravelling global leaf habit
strategies
The two leaf habit types may co-occur, in which deciduous
species pursue temperature-driven favourable periods and evergreen species may strongly extend their LLS to compensate for
low net carbon gains. Apparently, the evergreen leaf is very
expensive in unfavourable environments in terms of ongoing
maintenance costs, compared with a deciduous leaf, while construction costs are deemed similar for both types (Hikosaka,
2005). Maintenance costs of an evergreen leaf habit remain
9
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during unfavourable periods, resulting in maintaining leaves for
more growing season cycles than deciduous ones in order to
make a living under the same conditions. For example, at low
temperatures, our evidence suggests that evergreens require
leaves to persist for approximately four times as many growing
season cycles as deciduous species to be equally viable (Fig. 4).
As the length of the growing season increases, the number of
growing season cycles needed for the evergreen leaf habit to be
competitive decreases. The LLS of the two leaf habits become
almost equal in aseasonal environments (Fig. 4). Such overlap in
LLS has also been reported for other aseasonal tropical environments, independent of those in our database (Reich et al., 2004;
Poorter & Bongers, 2006; Santiago & Wright, 2007). In our
analyses, LLS of evergreen species in aseasonal systems had any
value between 0.6 and 3.3 growing seasons (Fig. 4). This variation was independent of moisture conditions (results not
shown). In aseasonal tropical environments, the net carbon gain
of an evergreen leaf may even be higher per year than that of a
deciduous leaf thanks to the spreading of construction costs
over several growing seasons. This may also explain why evergreen species tend to be particularly dominant in aseasonal
tropical environments where carbon gains are always possible
(Chabot & Hicks, 1982).
Indeed, strong differences in abundance of a respective leaf
habit become apparent as a function of the length of the
growing season (Fig. 5), if we assume that the number of observations at a given location represents abundance (i.e. assuming
that all plant species in our database were locally dominant).
Interestingly, this pattern quantitatively reproduces more qualitative descriptions (e.g. Kikuzawa, 1991; Harrison et al., 2010)
and reveals which LLS strategy is most successful at a particular
location. Even though the length of the growing season does not
create thresholds determining the occurrence of leaf habits or
LLS, it may be applied to predict local abundance of a respective
leaf habit.
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Figure 5 Relative number of
observations and the 95% confidence
interval (assuming a standard binomial
distribution) of deciduous (white bars)
and evergreen (hatched bars) species in
relation to a binned length of the
growing season based on temperature
(days). Each bin equals 36 days.

C O NC L USIO NS
This study advances the global quantitative analysis of the influence of different environmental conditions on LLS. Our analysis
enabled quantification of deciduous and evergreen LLS by correcting for multiple data points at a given study location and
expressing LLS in relation to the number of growing seasons.
The two leaf habits co-occur at all locations and our data show
a continuum in LLS values as the length of the growing season
changes. This is in contrast to previously hypothesized abrupt
changes in leaf habit strategy and leaf habit occurrence upon
crossing a threshold value. Temperature was the most important
driver of the growing season and global LLS patterns, although
local conditions of water or nutrient availability may additionally affect evergreen LLS.
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